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Editorial
The world is becoming smaller in the means of communication and
information but we are yet short to make basic medical needs
deliverable universally. There have been many breakthroughs and
advancements in the field of medical and healthcare but they fall scant
in stature, in terms of taking care of major healthcare problems across
the globe. If we look closely, major healthcare problems can be classified
as primary and secondary. Accurate diagnosis, treatment and therapies
for severe diseases and disorders which are prolonged threat to life
form the primary healthcare problems. Secondary health care problems
include conditions like trauma, or accidents, or mishaps in daily life.
The latter healthcare conditions demand for quick and immediate
medical attention for stabilizing the victims and then initiate recovery.
Human population is advancing in terms of medical technologies with
respect to diagnostic and treatment modalities to tackle serious
healthcare issues, but most of the latest medical technologies are
available in established centres which are formed by a high economic
investment. The high cost makes the technology unavailable to a
majority of the population residing in developing countries. In cases of
road trauma several factors need to be considered within a small time
frame to provide immediate medical supervision, also medical
procedures to be provided simultaneously in no time. The loss in time
in such cases eventually leads to loss of life or loss of functionality of
organs. Excessive losses of blood or internal injuries are most common
but are involved with most time consumption for proper attention and
diagnosis leading to irreversible lethality to important organs like
brain, heart, liver or kidneys. Thus researchers are continuously
developing diagnostic and therapeutic systems which are affordable in
resource poor settings. Optical technologies provide most suitable
approach for deployment in resource poor settings. Optical technologies
are continuously evolving and advancing our healthcare systems.
Proper utilization and conditioning of light spectrum and exploring
optical properties of novel materials have shown promising results for
development of medical techniques. Modification, assembly and
combination of optical equipment’s can be easily integrated to form
dedicated instruments for health anomalies. As a requirement to
increase deliverability, solutions need to rely on new components
which travel and transfer information faster. Use of light for above
purpose can solve all the above mentioned perils and also provide noninvasive and harmless method of diagnosis and treatment. Diagnostic
and scanning techniques like PET, X-ray, CT etc. have already
employed optical techniques for in vivo imaging and surgery.
Endoscopic examination of GIT involves use of light and camera
inserted using a flexible tube and a colour TV monitor is the basic
example of use of optics for imaging and visualization of disease
manifestations [1]. On the other hand, lasers are part of helpful optical
instruments in the medical sector from deep vein thrombosis (DVT) to
sutures and vessels sealing from time to time [2,3] In case of DVT by
‘Laser Thrombolysis’ (Use of laser pulses to remove the clots) using
different sets of lasers and intensity, timings are used to disintegrate the
clot without making unnecessary incisions [2-4]. Lasers are also
deployed in sensitive surgical procedures for vision impairment owing
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to its precision, reach, and less invasive properties. Apart from proven
aesthetic uses like tattoo and pigmentation removal, optical instruments
are also to be utilized in the field of non-invasive patient monitoring
systems as optical pulse and oxygen saturation analyser for
uninterrupted patient recovery and observation. Various skin diseases
are being tested by scope of optical scanning including skin cancer,
chronic pain using ‘photo-dynamic therapy’ [2,3]. The scope of optical
techniques in diagnostic and therapeutic usage has been described in
the adjoining (Figure 1). The use of optics is not restricted to one
property or one field but it appears as vast as its extension in spectrum
thus the same source and property of light can also be used in other
objectives with few changes, establishing its integration compactly and
low energy tool developments. These prospects are greatest and most
desirable cues for using optical technology in almost every field where
portability and ambulatory utilization is very high in demand. Recently,
a healthcare company ‘THERANOS’ developed 140 types of testing
and analysis with a single drop of blood and has been well received in
scientific community [5]. The product signifies the precision, reaching
ability, less invasive nature and adaptability to different needs of the
system. Similarly, optical characteristic profiling gives strong hope for
testing other soft or hard tissue like bone and density and bodily
samples as well on the basis of signal processing internally or by
sampling them out in very fewer quantities than the existing procedures.
In another application of pulse oximetry red and infra-red light is
utilized to get the absorbance of dissolved gasses and saturation level of
biological carriers like haemoglobin. Continuous monitoring systems
like pulse oximetry capable to detect pulse rates, O2 and CO2 gasses
saturation level can be deployed [1-2,6-12]. Infrared thermometers or
pulse laser thermometers or temperature guns working on the principle
of capturing and measuring infrared emittance of a heated body by
focusing it to a particular spot; which is not only applicable in medical
field but serves very vast field of applications and industrial areas.
Lasers and optics make another robust base for telemedicine and
remote analysis prospective in healthcare field with appropriate
placements and counter check with other indicative and suggestive
parameters. Telemedicine and remote analysis can provide a huge
possibility for screening by non-invasive method and remote execution.
Development of analytic tools in movement and body structure related
disorders with added benefit of being non-invasive as in GAIT and
posture analysis [2-7]. Different types of lasers are being combined for
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Figure 1: Scope of optics in diagnostics and therapeutics.

the therapies like CO2 lasers are used to make incisions in tissues with
low vascularity (mostly used in neurosurgery for precision), while on
the other hand with Nd-YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium
garnet; Nd:Y3Al5O12) lasers are applicable in high vascular areas and
tumour shrinkage, or surgical removal without leaving scars owing to
energy dependent concentration where tumours can be thermally
destroyed by concentrating the laser beam. This strategy also prevents
undue toxicity to normal cells in comparison to other chemotherapeutic
methods [2]. It also allows separation of tumours from vital structures
minimizing low risk to surrounding tissues in the removal of tumours
with surgeries. Use of monochromatic light absorption property
different levels of tissues within internal layers can be operated with
success [3,4]. Another example is maintenance of secretory activity of
small glands glands can be maintained by using a catheter to remove
over-secretory regions by flashing laser pulses. Above mentioned
properties surely give an upper hand to practitioners and surgeons for
performing highly complex procedures in critical areas like brain
where collateral damage can lead to severe implications. Needless to
mention that these procedures save a lot of time, effort, risk of collateral
damage to surrounding tissues, and manage blood loss in comparison
to normal surgical procedure subsequently leading to early and sound
recovery without any scar formation or associated complications.
Conditions associated with brain are most susceptible and irreversible
to collateral damage owing to non-repairable nature of brain structures.
Cerebral hypoxia associated with trauma cases due to low blood
pressure or clot formation and subsequent fall in essential nutrition is
one such process which is not completely understood by researchers
and physicians. The neurons are dependent for supplies on the blood
flow to the brain and other parts of nervous system, and these constant
J Laser Opt Photonics
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supplies are utilized in the energy production to carry out different
duties, most primarily conduction of impulses via interneuron
junctions called synapse in a vast interconnected complex network
lying all across the brain tissue. Whenever brain is exposed to resource
scanty conditions the important physiological responses are hampered
as brain doesn’t have any kind of storage facility for energy produced.
The brain does not have pain receptors or physical warning signs for
indicating ongoing damage which ultimately leads to brain tissue death
[1,2-15]. Cerebral hypoxia causes a partial/complete loss of functionality
of brain tissues due to degeneration [12-18]. The most alarming part is
that the function of that part cannot be restored by any present
therapeutic manner as brain tissue doesn’t inhabit the power of
regeneration, surgical and chemotherapeutic treatments are also less
effective due to complexity of the organ and the presence of blood brain
barrier. Invasive procedures for brain trauma treatment are associated
with vulnerabilities to damage of other parts of brain. In response to
detrimental conditions, at times the brain activates and alters different
control mechanisms of normal physiological factors and bodily
conditions under its command; towards the values, which are of
opposite effect on present danger in order to nullify its further negative
effect on neural tissue. The Brain raises cerebral blood pressure and
breathing rates by neural control centre to fulfil elevated demand of
oxygen or nutrient. Along with these parameters neural activity at
brain also increases several folds to prepare and release more counter
measures for present dangerous situation, as biochemical messengers
responsible to initiate vascularisation and elevate blood pressure at
cellular level by constricting blood vessels, are released in bloodstream
returning from cerebral region to increase blood vessels [11,14,15-17].
We believe that research in mapping of cerebral hypoxia can be a new
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prospective area of research to be dealt using optical methodologies. It
is also interesting to see the enthusiasm of national and international
organizations who are supporting this initiative by financial and
resources aid. It will be astonishing if in near future we can develop a whole
automated setup based on optical and electrical components capable to
capture whole body scans at once without any human intervention
especially in remote and resource poor healthcare settings [3,5,19].
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